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Most known genomic drivers of cancer are in coding genes, affecting
the encoded protein’s interaction with other proteins, DNA or biological
compounds. Recent advances in DNA sequencing technology have made
it possible to study non-coding regions that regulate these protein-coding
genes. Several cancer drivers have been identified and characterized in
these regulatory regions, however, this genomic territory remains relatively
unexplored in human tumors. The Rheinbay laboratory concentrates on
identifying and functionally characterizing these non-coding drivers in the
sequences of tumor whole genomes through development of novel analysis
strategies and collaborations with experimental investigators.
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We are also interested in the contribution of the sex chromosomes, especially
the Y chromosome, to cancer. Loss of Y is known to be associated with
morbidity and mortality in aging men, yet its role in tumors is largely unclear.
Much of this is due to technical challenges that our group aims to solve.
Understanding the driver genes on the sex chromosomes will help us explain
differences in male and female tumors, and forge a path to more effective, sexinformed treatment.
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Hotspot mutation in the FOXA1 promoter in breast cancer and proposed mechanism of action.
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Role of the sex chromosomes
in cancer
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Cancer affects men and women disparately,
with strong differences in incidence and
outcome in some tumor types. Human sex is
determined by the sex chromosomes X and Y.
Because men only have one X chromosome,
they are particularly vulnerable to congenital
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